
Divide players into appropriate number of lines (2-3 players per line),
can use any allotments of ice. Begin with 3+ players in the middle who
being the drill by skating and passing to any line. Person who receives
the pass accelerates into zone and contines drill by making pass to any
other line. If using as warmup drill split into zones and have goalies
warm up in the middle
Variations:

Have the same group of 3-6 players remain in the middle with

give and go for 30 seconds, then switch out

Alternate types of passes (backhand, give-and-go, one-touch,

etc.)

Place barriers or have coaches in zone acting as obstacles.

Key Points

Speed! Players accelerate from lines and make quick decisions

on where to go and make a pass

Heads up stickhandling

Communication! Eye contact before making passes
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Defensive habits- Dside positioning, stick on puck/ice

Corner Passing- Variations 5 mins



These are 3 introductory progression drills for coaches to work on
with new goalies.

Stance/butter�y: introduce proper body positioning. Have

player drop down, and get up focusing on teaching points. After

that have goalie stand upright and shoot pucks low on ice having

athlete direct pucks into the corner (minimize arm movement

when de�ecting pucks, slight wrist turn)

T-drill: using 2 c-cuts goalie comes out of the net for a shot, then

shuf�es to the left, right (can use cones) and back to center for a

second shot, then c-cuts backwards to net.

T-push from post: Goalie T-pushes from post to top of crease

area (beginners will struggle with distance) for a shot from

coach, alternate sides.

Key Points

Stance: Feet little more than shoulder width apart, skates

parallel to each other, chest up (see the logo), hands in front of

body, stick 8 inches in front of skates

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8Zvqib7Lyk)

Butter�y: Drive knees to the ice, hips forward/butt up, chest up,

shoulders level, squeeze pants/knees together, extend pads

(cover as much space as possible), stick blade down and hands

up!

C-cuts: forwards- weight on heel of inside edges, backwards-

weight on inside edge of toe, maintain stance while moving

Shuf�e: Weight on inside edges, to start transfer weight to drive

(push) leg, to stop place weight on lead leg, quiet upper body,

lead leg maintains stance, always ready

T-push: turn head, rotate hips, lead with stick/hands, lift drive

(push) leg slightly off ice after push, stop by using inside edge of

lead leg, set feet in stance square to shot

For more information on basic goaltending visit:
https://www.usahockeygoaltending.com/page/show/866192-
goaltender-basics
 

Drill is setup with one offensive player ( ) and one defensive player (
) about a stick length apart with cones to mark how far offensive

player can go back and forth (15-20 feet), offensive player is facing the
coach and defensive player has their back to the coach. On the whistle
offensive player moves back and forth, defensive player mirrors their
movement and tries to stay between offensive player and coach.
Offensive player calls for the puck when they want it and attacks the
closest net with defensive player backchecking.
Progression- have the defensive player try to keep play in front of them
and head on a swivel switching between coach and offensive player.

Key Points

Good stops and starts/acceleration

Defensive player with good stick in passing lane and stick on

puck when trying to defend

Goalie 101 0 mins

Mirror Shootout 7 mins
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Can play 2v2 or 3v3 in any sized area without a goalie. Nets need to be
properly size so kids can easily move them.

 is designated player to be the "goalie" and can push/turn the net
anywhere in the playing area. Other players are trying to score on the
net wherever it is. 
Progressions

For beginners have it 2v0 with the "goalie" trying to prevent the

net from being scored on (make the game scorers vs goalies)

With bigger playing areas include a second puck

Might have to institute a "net can't be pushed against the boards

rule" if kids pick up on how that can make things easier

Key Points

Main teaching point of this game is for the kids to spread out and

communicate for passes to score. The net can move quicker to

avoid the shooters so you can't simply skate the puck to the net.

Can play in any circle, coach draws a line down the center. Players play
1v1 in each half of the circle, encourage body contact to gain puck.
Players can be physical as long as the stick is down and they make body
contact in an attempt to play the ring. 
Progress to pucks if players are ready

Key Points

Safe body contact, not body checking

Players start facing each other with one skate blade on the

boards. 

Coach starts the drill by spotting the puck to give the offensive

player an advantage.  attacks net with speed while protecting

puck.

routes to gap up ASAP and use stick to deny play on net.

Whistle ends the drill when the defender has broken up the

play. 

Key Points

Dzone habit of not getting beat to the net, stick on puck

Offensive habits of driving to the net and protecting the puck

 

Moving Target Game 7 mins

.

Ringette 1v1 7 mins

Brad Shaw: Bassen Stick on Puck 7 mins
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One player is behind the net (Gretzky). Attacking team cannot shoot
until they make a pass to the Gretzky-player. Gretzky cannot skate
above the goal line and must pass to the team that passed him the puck. 
Upon change of possession team must pass to Gretzky before they can
shoot on net.
 

Key Points
Passing
Offensive habits
Awareness

Multiple variations of small area battles. Coach draws goalline on the
ice

Players play 1v1/2v2, before they can go on offense, they must

take the puck below the goal line

2v1/3v1, one player must remain below the goal line

1v1/2v2, players must pass to player behind the net on change

of possession

Net facing boards, 1v1 small area

Like Swedish Neutral Zone but on one end of the ice.  Players play 3v3
in the zone with their teammates lined up behind their offensive net. 
All shots must come after receiving a pass from a teammate below the
goalline.  After 1-minute coach blows the whistle and 3 new skaters
compete in the middle.  

Key Points
Take quick shots
Move your feet to get open - standing still = covered

Gretzky Game - 1/4 ice 7 mins

Goal Line Game Variations 7 mins

Swedish 3v3 7 mins


